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Abstract
Ensuring high-quality recommendations for newly onboarded
users requires the continuous retraining of Deep Learning
Recommendation Models (DLRMs) with freshly generated
data. To serve the online DLRM retraining, existing solutions
use hundreds of CPU computing nodes designated for input
preprocessing, causing significant power consumption that
surpasses even the power usage of GPU trainers.

To this end, we propose RAP, an end-to-end DLRM train-
ing framework that supports Resource-aware Automated
GPU sharing for DLRM input Preprocessing and Training.
The core idea of RAP is to accurately capture the remaining
GPU computing resources during DLRM training for input
preprocessing, achieving superior training efficiency with-
out requiring additional resources. Specifically, RAP utilizes
a co-running cost model to efficiently assess the costs of
various input preprocessing operations, and it implements a
resource-aware horizontal fusion technique that adaptively
merges smaller kernels according to GPU availability, circum-
venting any interference with DLRM training. In addition,
RAP leverages a heuristic searching algorithm that jointly
optimizes both the input preprocessing graph mapping and
the co-running schedule to maximize the end-to-end DLRM
training throughput. The comprehensive evaluation shows
that RAP achieves 2.09× speedup on average over the se-
quential GPU-based DLRM input preprocessing baseline. In
addition, the end-to-end training throughput of RAP is only
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1.71% lower than the ideal case, which has no input prepro-
cessing overhead.
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1 Introduction
Deep learning recommendationmodels (DLRMs) have emerged
as the critical backbone for numerous recommendation tasks,
including advertising [10, 20] and search result ranking [13,
41], making them primary resource consumers in industry
data centers [6, 16]. Contrary to traditional deep learning
models that are typically trained “Offline” using preprocessed
training data [12, 37], industrial DLRMs embrace an “On-
line” training approach, leveraging freshly generated data to
continually update the models [40, 47]. Every second, dur-
ing the serving of a DLRM model, a substantial amount of
user behavior data is generated, collected, and preprocessed,
priming it for immediate use in online DLRM retraining [53].

The online training paradigm empowers DLRMs with the
capability to quickly adapt to dynamic shifts in user behavior
distribution and the continuous generation of new content.
However, this approach also introduces considerable chal-
lenges for designing DLRM training systems, particularly
regarding input preprocessing. According to recent industry
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workload analysis [53], a training job may require a substan-
tial number of dedicated CPU computing nodes to meet its
data consumption needs. Furthermore, it has shown that the
input processing of DLRMs can lead to significant power
and compute usage, even surpassing the power consumption
of GPU trainers [53]. Surprisingly, recent DLRM optimiza-
tion efforts [3, 5, 7, 26, 28, 48] concentrate on enhancing the
training efficiency, seemingly assuming that online data pre-
processing is readily available and does not require special
attention.
In contrast to the conventional approach of using dedi-

cated nodes for preprocessing, our work presents an innova-
tive alternative. We tap into the hidden potential of idle GPU
resources during DLRMs training to perform input prepro-
cessing while maintaining the original training throughput.
Our key design insight is to leverage the unique character-
istics of DLRMs, which integrate compute-intensive neural
network layers with memory-intensive embedding layers,
result in periodic variations in GPU resource utilization. Fig-
ure 1 (a) showcases the profiling results of DRAM bandwidth
and SM utilization during two training iterations. Moreover,
we go beyond resource optimization. By exploring the intri-
cate supplier-consumer relationship between preprocessing
and training workloads in DLRMs, we discover a promising
opportunity for locality optimization to minimize unneces-
sary communication for inputs between GPUs. Our compre-
hensive approach not only maximizes the utilization of idle
GPU resources during training but also fine-tunes the coor-
dination between multi-GPU DLRM input preprocessing and
training, resulting in enhanced overall training performance.

While placing preprocessing on GPUs shows promise, po-
tential resource contention with training may hinder overall
performance. To investigate this, we conduct a case study us-
ing the NGram input preprocessing operation1. Figure 1 (b)
showcases that a larger kernel with more input features leads
to higher GPU resource consumption. Additionally, Figure 1
(c) demonstrates that overlapping a large input preprocess-
ing kernel (e.g., 128 input features) with DLRM training can
cause large increases in training latency due to computing
resource contention. Reflecting on this, we summarized three
key challenges in co-allocating DLRM processing and train-
ing tasks. Spatially, mapping the preprocessing operations
tomultiple trainer GPUs presents a significant challenge. The
optimal mapping strategy should consider both the data de-
pendency to prevent unnecessary inter-GPU communication,
and the disparities in the remaining GPU resources across
GPUs, to minimize resource contention. Temporally, sched-
uling the co-running of input preprocessing with different
DLRM training stages is challenging, due to the fluctuating
GPU resource utilization during DLRM training and diverse
GPU resource consumption patterns across different input

1An important feature generation operation for DLRM [53], which computes
an n-gram across multiple sparse features to generate new input features
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Figure 1. Opportunities and challenges of DLRM training
and input preprocessing overlapping (each input feature of
NGram kernel in (b) and (c) contains 4096 input samples).

preprocessing operations. Jointly, the interaction between
the spatial input preprocessing operation mapping and the
temporal co-running scheduling necessitates a holistic solu-
tion that co-optimizes both aspects for optimal performance,
resulting in a significant search space.

To address the above challenges, we proposeRAP, an end-
to-end DLRM training framework that supports Resource-
awareAutomatedGPU sharing for DLRM inputPreprocessing
and Training. The key design insight of RAP is to accurately
capture the remaining GPU computing resources during
DLRM training and utilize them for DLRM input preprocess-
ing in a fine-grained, resource-aware manner to achieve high
end-to-end DLRM training efficiency without consuming ad-
ditional computing resources. Firstly, to efficiently evaluate
and select the appropriate spatial mapping plan, RAP of-
fers a unified method for characterizing the cost of different
input preprocessing operations and designs a co-running
cost model (§5) to efficiently predict the performance of a
given co-running plan. Secondly, to achieve optimal tempo-
ral co-running, RAP incorporates a resource-aware horizon-
tal kernel fusion technique (§6). This technique adaptively
fuses smaller preprocessing kernels based on remaining GPU
resources, thereby avoiding interference with DLRM train-
ing. Lastly, RAP investigates the overlapping behaviors and
the data-dependency of training and input preprocessing
in-depth and designs a heuristic algorithm (§7) to jointly
optimize the mapping of the input preprocessing graph and
the co-running of DLRM training and input preprocessing.
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Figure 2. Overview of industrial DLRM training pipeline,
including data storage nodes, input preprocessing nodes, and
DLRM model training nodes.

Overall, we make the following contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore
the potential of utilizing the leftover GPU resources
from DLRM model training for input preprocessing.

• Wepropose RAP, an end-to-end DLRM training system
that integrates both input preprocessing and DLRM
model training, facilitating efficient online DLRMs
training without consuming any additional computing
resources beyond the trainer GPUs.

• Comprehensive experiments show that RAP achieves
2.09× speedup on average over the sequential GPU-
based DLRM input preprocessing baseline and the end-
to-end training throughput of RAP is only 1.71% lower
than the ideal training throughput that has no input
preprocessing.

2 Background
In this section, we will first provide the background of train-
ing and input preprocessing of DLRMs. Then we will in-
troduce the basic of existing GPU multiplexing techniques.

2.1 Industrial DLRM Training Pipeline
In real-world applications of DLRMs, there is a continuous
influx of new users and content, and the behaviors of ex-
isting users may shift over time [40, 47]. To maintain the
quality of recommendations, it is crucial to continually up-
date the model using new data generated from the inference
servers [40]. To facilitate the online updating requirement
of DLRM, a training pipeline – encompassing data storage,
input preprocessing, and model training – is deployed in
industrial DLRM applications [53, 54]. As shown in Figure 2,
new data are collected from the inference servers, and stored

Table 1. Common DLRM preprocessing operations. (DN/SN:
Dense/Sparse Normalization, FG: Feature Generation)

Type Operator Description

DN
Logit Logit transform for normalization

BoxCox BoxCox transform for normalization
Onehot Apply one hot encoding to normalize dense features

SN
SigridHash Compute hash value to normalize list of sparse features

FirstX List truncation of sparse features for normalization
Clamp Clamp the sparse input based on the upper and lower bound

FG
Bucketize Shard features based on bucket borders
Ngram Compute an n-gram between multiple sparse features
Mapid Maps feature IDs to fixed values

Others FillNull Fill NA/NaN values using the specified value
Cast Cast the data to different type

in the Data Storage Nodes. Subsequently, the Input Preprocess-
ing Nodes receive the raw data from the data storage nodes
and apply a series of preprocessing operations to convert
the raw data batch into input tensors. Lastly, these input
tensors are sent to the DLRM Training Nodes for model re-
training and updating. Distributing the data storage, input
preprocessing, and model training to different computing
nodes ensures the efficiency of each stage, but this results in
higher cost and power consumption. Meta reported that the
data storage and input preprocessing nodes account for over
50% of power consumption in its data centers, surpassing
even the power usage of GPU trainers [53]. This motivates
our design to utilize the remaining GPU resources on the
training node for input preprocessing, instead of employing
additional computing nodes.

2.2 Hybrid Parallelism of DLRM
Different from traditional compute-intensive neural network
architectures [19, 44], DLRMs incorporate not only the compute-
intensive multi-layer perceptron (MLP) but also the memory-
intensive embedding tables. The embedding tables in in-
dustrial DLRMs often contain billions of parameters, easily
exceeding the memory capacity of a single GPU. To sup-
port the distinct architecture of DLRM, the state-of-the-art
DLRM training systems adopt a hybrid parallelism train-
ing paradigm [3, 28, 39, 50, 51]. This method replicates the
compute-intensive MLP layers on all GPUs for data paral-
lelism. Concurrently, the large embedding tables are parti-
tioned across GPUs and trained using model parallelism, as
described in Figure 2 3 . The hybrid parallelism training of
DLRM leads to a unique data consumption flow. Specifically,
each GPU requires the entire set of dense inputs within each
input batch, as all GPUs have a duplication of MLP layers.
Conversely, each GPU only processes a portion of the sparse
input, since each GPU possesses only some of the embedding
tables. This presents challenges when offloading input pre-
processing to GPUs. If the input data needed by a GPU is not
locally preprocessed, then additional input communication is
required which inevitably decreases the throughput of train-
ing. This motivates the optimization for input preprocessing
workload mapping to minimize input communication.
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(a) Design Space-1: Mapping input preprocessing graphs to GPUs (b) Design Space-2: Kernel fusion and co-running scheduling
(c) Design Space-3: Joint optimization for graph
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Figure 3. The scope and design space of RAP: (a) Design Space-1: The mapping of the input preprocessing graph, which
influences inter-GPU communication and workload balance; (b) Design Space-2: The kernel fusion of input preprocessing
and the co-running scheduling of DLRM training with input preprocessing to avoid resource contention. (c) Design Space-3:
A joint optimization for input preprocessing mapping and co-running scheduling is required towards optimal end-to-end
performance.

2.3 Input Preprocessing Operations of DLRM
As shown in Figure 2, DLRM has two types of input: Dense
Input, which typically denotes continuous data (e.g., a user’s
age or login time) processed by MLPs, and Sparse Input,
which represents discrete data (e.g., the category of an item)
and is represented as one-hot or multi-hot binary vectors
used to look up corresponding embeddings from the embed-
ding tables. An input feature requires multiple preprocessing
operations that can be represented as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) [53]. Table 1 lists the common input preprocessing
operations of DLRMs. It can be observed that most input
preprocessing operations for DLRM are element-wise and
lightweight. This poses challenges for executing the input
preprocessing operations on GPUs, as GPUs are designed
for large, compute-intensive tasks like matrix multiplica-
tion [24] rather than small, diverse operations. Sequentially
invoking small input preprocessing kernels on GPUs will
result in significant kernel launching overhead and wastage
of GPU computing resources. This motivates our resource-
aware horizontal kernel fusion design to adaptively fuse
small kernels for better resource utilization.

3 Motivation
Different from other traditional GPU sharing tasks [15, 49,
55] which aim to concurrently execute multiple small work-
loads on the same GPU to mitigate the GPU under-utilization
issue, the task of overlapping DLRM training with its input
data preprocessing has a unique objective and distinct pat-
terns which cannot be adequately addressed by existing GPU
sharing techniques. To highlight the unique challenges posed
by the DLRM input preprocessing pipeline and to motivate
the design of RAP, we illustrate the scope and design space
of RAP in Figure 3. Specifically, optimizing the DLRM input
preprocessing pipeline using the GPUs on the training nodes
involves three major design spaces:

The mapping of the input preprocessing graph: As
shown in Figure 3 (a), there are input preprocessing graphs of
several input batches that need to be offloaded to the GPUs.
The output of the input preprocessing graphs serves as the
input data for the embedding tables (indicated by colors).
Given this data-dependency correlation and the multi-GPU
training paradigm inherent to DLRMs, the mapping of in-
put preprocessing graphs could have a significant impact on
end-to-end performance. We first discuss two straightfor-
ward heuristics for input preprocessing graph mapping. (1)
Mapping by batch: This approach follows the input mapping
of data parallel [38], in which the input preprocessing work-
load is divided batch-by-batch, with each GPU processing
one batch of the input in a single iteration. However, this
approach results in additional input data communication, as
the input preprocessing graph and its corresponding embed-
ding table are not co-located on the same GPU. (2) Mapping
by data-dependency: Here, the input preprocessing workload
is divided based on the placement of the embedding tables.
Each GPU processes the corresponding input for its local
embedding tables. Although mapping by data-dependency
eliminates input communication, it leads to an imbalanced
distribution of the input preprocessing workload. This result
implies that the optimal input preprocessing graph mapping
strategy should take into account both the input communi-
cation and the balancing of workloads, which motivates our
data dependency-aware, workload-balance input preprocess-
ing mapping strategy.
The co-running scheduling of DLRM training and

input preprocessing: Following the mapping of the in-
put preprocessing graph to the GPUs, the subsequent step
involves scheduling the concurrent execution of input pre-
processing and DLRM training. The co-running scheduling
is challenging due to two reasons: First, the input preprocess-
ing graphs involve diverse preprocessing operations which
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have substantial differences in resource consumption and ex-
ecution latency. For instance, the cost of feature generation
operation is much higher than feature normalization [53].
Second, the remaining GPU resources from DLRM training
vary significantly, which means we can not simply allocate a
fixed amount of resources for input preprocessing. As shown
in Figure 3 (b), the sequential co-running scheduling (e.g.,
Nvidia MPS [31]) will result in GPU resource contention and
high preprocessing latency which inevitably influences the
end-to-end DLRM training performance. To achieve efficient
co-running of DLRM training and input preprocessing, we
must fully explore kernel fusion opportunities to enhance
the execution efficiency of input preprocessing kernels. At
the same time, it is crucial to ensure that the resource con-
sumption of the fused kernel does not exceed the available
GPU resource limit.

Joint optimization for graphmapping and co-running
scheduling: The mapping of preprocessing graphs and co-
running scheduling are not independent of each other, neces-
sitating a holistic approach to jointly optimize both aspects.
As shown in Figure 3 (c), the mapping of input preprocessing
graphs will influence the performance of co-running sched-
uling. If more graphs with similar structures are mapped
onto the same GPU, it creates more opportunities for ker-
nel fusion, thereby boosting input preprocessing efficiency.
At the same time, the outcome of co-running scheduling
determines whether there is exposed input preprocessing
latency on GPUs. This crucial information can be harnessed
to refine the mapping of the input preprocessing graph. The
interaction between input preprocessing graph mapping and
the co-running scheduling necessitates a joint optimization
between them, rather than applying them independently.

4 Overview of RAP
Based on the above observation, we build RAP, which is an
end-to-end DLRM training framework that efficiently elimi-
nates the significant overhead of online data preprocessing
in real-world DLRM training scenarios. This is achieved by
offloading the input preprocessing computation to the DLRM
training servers and pipelining the execution of training and
input preprocessing on the same GPUs. To avoid data stalls
and the interference between training and input preprocess-
ing, RAP coordinates the co-running of DLRM training and
input preprocessing in a resource-aware manner.

Figure 4 illustrates the workflow of RAP, which comprises
two phases, offline and online. In the offline part, RAP gathers
the execution latency data of all DLRM input preprocessing
operations under varying configurations. This data then be
used for training the Preprocessing Latency Predictor (Step
1 ), which is subsequently utilized for online optimization.
In the online pass, RAP takes the configuration of a given

DLRM trainingworkload (including the computational graph

Figure 4. Overall workflow of RAP.

and the hardware information), along with the computa-
tional graph of data preprocessing as input. An Overlapping
Capacity Estimator is then utilized to profile and evaluate the
overlapping capacity of eachDLRM training operation across
various input preprocessing operations (Step 2 ). Based on
the estimated overlapping capacity, RAP then employs a
heuristic algorithm to efficiently search for the optimal input
preprocessing graph mapping and co-running scheduling
for DLRM training and input preprocessing. Finally, RAP
translates the searched plan into executable code, which in-
cludes optimized CUDA kernels and a user-friendly Pytorch
frontend implementation (Step 3 ).

5 Co-running Cost Model
In this section, we will demonstrate our cost model design
for the co-running of DLRM training and input preprocess-
ing. Although actual hardware measurement can be used as
a cost, it will be very time-consuming due to the significant
search space introduced by the joint optimization of prepro-
cessing graph mapping and co-run scheduling. Therefore,
a lightweight cost model that efficiently predicts the per-
formance of a given co-running plan is indispensable. Our
cost model consists two components: Overlapping Capacity
Estimator (§5.1) and Preprocessing Latency Predictor (§5.2).

5.1 Overlapping Capacity Estimator
We first demonstrate our overlapping capacity estimator de-
sign. Assume the standalone DLRM training per-iteration
latency is 𝐿𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 . When overlapping the input preprocessing
pipeline with DLRM training, the end-to-end latency can
be formulated as �̂�𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝐿𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿Δ. Here, 𝐿Δ represents
the increase in DLRM training latency caused by resource
contention between DLRM training and input preprocess-
ing. 𝐿Δ can be eliminated by strategically coordinating the
co-running of DLRM training and input preprocessing to
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(a) Latency-based Preprocessing Overhead Abstraction: using the stan-
dalone execution latency of input preprocessing to bridge the overlapping
capacity as they both measure the area in the utilization-time graph. (𝑈 (𝑡 )
is the relationship between GPU utilization and time, 𝑇𝐷𝐿𝑅𝑀 is the exe-
cution latency of DLRM training, and𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 is the execution latency of a
given input preprocessing operation.)
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Figure 5. The design insight and correctness verification
of Latency-based Preprocessing Overhead Abstraction. (b)
and (c) depict the correlation between overlapping latency
and (1) standalone input preprocessing latency, and (2) the
number of warps (#𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑝), respectively, for three typical
preprocessing operations (Ngram, SigridHash, and Logit).

avoid resource contention. To achieve a contention-free co-
running schedule, it is crucial to measure the overlapping
capacity of different DLRM training operations (e.g., em-
bedding lookup, MLP forward and backward). This metric
measures the maximum number of input preprocessing op-
erations that can be executed concurrently with the given
DLRM training operation, without extending the total la-
tency.
We propose a Latency-based Preprocessing Overhead Ab-

straction to connect the input preprocessing overhead with
the overlapping capacity of DLRM training operations. As il-
lustrated in Figure 5 (a), the overlapping capacity essentially
represents the integration of the remaining GPU utilization
over time. Similarly, during the standalone execution of the
input preprocessing kernel, the GPU is fully occupied. Hence,
both the overlapping capacity and the standalone input pre-
processing latency measure the area in the utilization-time
graph. To validate the effectiveness of latency-based pre-
processing overhead abstraction, we measure the latency of
embedding table lookup when overlapping with three types

of preprocessing operations. As shown in Figure 5 (b), dif-
ferent input preprocessing operations exhibit a consistent
trend when correlating standalone input preprocessing la-
tency with overlapping latency. These findings suggest that
standalone execution latency could serve as a uniformmetric
for modeling overlapping latency across a variety of input
preprocessing operations. Figure 5 (c) further demonstrates
the relationship between the number of warps (#𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑝) for in-
put preprocessing operations and their overlapping latency.
It can be observed that there is a noticeable misalignment
between different curves, which indicates that the cost of
each input preprocessing operation varies significantly. In
conclusion, these results suggest that despite the signifi-
cant variation in costs among different input preprocessing
operations, the standalone execution latency of the input
preprocessing kernel may reliably serve as a uniform metric
to measure the overlapping latency.

5.2 ML-based Preprocessing Latency Predictor
Section 5.1 demonstrates that the standalone execution la-
tency of input preprocessing operations can be harnessed to
predict the end-to-end performance when co-running with
DLRM training. This poses a new challenge: how can we
efficiently determine the execution latency of input prepro-
cessing kernels when searching for the optimal co-running
plan of input preprocessing and DLRM training? Generally,
the execution latency can be measured by testing the input
preprocessing kernel on real hardware. However, this ap-
proach is not practical as it introduces significant profiling
overhead at runtime. To overcome this challenge, we propose
a ML-based Preprocessing Latency Predictor to efficiently pre-
dict the standalone execution latency of an arbitrary input
preprocessing kernel. We choose XGBoost [9] as our pre-
dictor. It takes the type of the preprocessing operation and
its corresponding configuration (e.g., input data size, output
data size, and performance-related parameters) as input, and
outputs the predicted execution latency. The process of train-
ing data collection and the predictor training are executed
offline, which eliminates the runtime profiling overhead.

5.3 Co-running Cost Model Design
With our overlapping capacity estimator and preprocessing
latency predictor design, the cost model of RAP is able to
predict the performance cost of a given DLRM training and
input preprocessing co-running plan. As depicted in Fig-
ure 6, the cost model takes a candidate co-running schedule
as input. This schedule comprises two main parts: a DLRM
training operation (MLP Forward in Figure 6) and several in-
put preprocessing operations, which are assigned to overlap
with the DLRM training operation. First, the overlapping ca-
pacity estimator profiles and yields the overlapping capacity,
𝑇𝑂𝐶 , of the given DLRM training operation. Given that the
DLRMmodel remains unchanged across different co-running
schedules, 𝑇𝑂𝐶 can be reused for other candidate schedules.

6
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Consequently, the latency profiling for each DLRM training
operation only needs to be conducted once. Next, the prepro-
cessing latency predictor predicts the standalone execution
latency of each input preprocessing operation, 𝑡𝑖 , based on
their configurations. It then sums up all execution latencies
to obtain the total input preprocessing overhead, represented
as

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖 . Finally, the cost model outputs the estimated cost

of the given co-running schedule, which is calculated as the
exposed input preprocessing latency: 𝐿Δ =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑇𝑂𝐶 .

From Figure 5 (b), it can be observed that, if 𝐿Δ < 0, the total
execution latency will not increase. Therefore, our goal is to
search for the optimal co-running schedule that minimizes
𝐿Δ on all GPUs. Ideally, if the condition 𝐿Δ < 0 holds true
for all GPUs, the performance of end-to-end DLRM training,
encompassing both online input preprocessing and model
training, would be equivalent to that of standalone DLRM
model training.

6 Resource-aware Horizontal Kernel Fusion
In this section, we will first introduce the horizontal kernel
fusion technique that fuses lightweight input preprocessing
kernel to better utilize the remaining GPU resources from
training. We then introduce a MILP formulation to efficiently
search for the optimal horizontal fusion plan.

6.1 Horizontal Fusion for Preprocessing Kernels
DLRM input preprocessing operations are designed at the
granularity of individual features, as different input features
typically require unique preprocessing passes. However, this
fine-grained execution of preprocessing operations will lead
to GPU under-utilization as one single input preprocess-
ing kernel is lightweight. To address this, we introduce a
Horizontal Fusion Technique for input preprocessing kernels.
Different from traditional kernel fusion techniques that com-
bine kernels vertically to reduce the costly data round-trips
to the GPU global memory [22, 46], our horizontal kernel fu-
sion technique integrates multiple small kernels horizontally
by allocating more threads to execute these kernels simulta-
neously. As illustrated in Figure 7, some input preprocessing
operations are applied multiple times in the preprocessing
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graphs, such as FillNull (FN), SigridHash (SH), and FirstX
(FX). It can be observed that there is no data dependency
between these FN and SH operations, allowing for their hori-
zontal fusion. On the contrary, the two FX operations in this
preprocessing graph exhibit a data dependency, with FX-1
requiring the completion of FX-0. Therefore, these two FirstX
operations cannot be fused. Exploit all possible horizontal
fusion opportunities within the input preprocessing graphs
to maximize the performance gain is not trivial due to two
reasons: (1) Horizontal kernel fusion is constrained by pre-
processing type and data dependency. Only preprocessing
operations of the same typewith no data dependencies can be
fused. (2) Horizontal fusion opportunities for different oper-
ations may conflict. For instance, if the preprocessing graphs
contain both FirstX→SigridHash and SigridHash→FirstX
sequences, a conflict arises when trying to apply horizontal
fusion to both preprocessing operators.

6.2 MILP Formulation for Horizontal Fusion and
Resource-aware Kernel Sharding

To overcome the challenges of searching for the optimal
horizontal fusion plan, RAP formulates the problem as a
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) [45] with qua-
dratic terms in objective. By solving the problem using the
MILP solver [17], RAP globally optimizes the horizontal fu-
sion plan, while ensuring the data dependency constraint
are not violated. Suppose there are 𝑁 input preprocess-
ing operations in total. We use a set 𝑂 = {0, 1, · · · , 𝑁 −
1} to record the indices of all operations and a set 𝑇 =

{FillNull, Logit, · · · ,Ngram} to record all possible prepro-
cessing operation types. The set 𝑂 can be divided into sub-
sets according to the type of operations 𝑂 = 𝑂𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∪
𝑂𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 ∪ · · · ∪ 𝑂𝑁𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 . We represent all potential horizontal
fusion plans using a 𝑁 × 𝑁 binary matrix 𝑃 . In this matrix,
𝑃 [𝑖] [ 𝑗] = 1means that preprocessing operation-𝑖 is executed
at time step- 𝑗 . If multiple operations of the same type are
assigned to the same time step, they will be horizontally
fused into a single kernel. A special case arises when 𝑃 is an
identity matrix, which means no horizontal fusion since all
operations are assigned to unique time steps. Based on this
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representation, the constraints of MILP can be formulated
as:

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑃 [𝑖] [ 𝑗] = 1, ∀𝑖 ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 𝑁 − 1} (1)

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑘=0

(𝑘 + 1) · 𝑃 [𝑖] [𝑘] ≥
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑘=0

(𝑘 + 1) · 𝑃 [ 𝑗] [𝑘] + 1,

∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 𝑁 − 1}, and op-𝑖 depends on op- 𝑗
(2)

Equation 1 is a correctness constraint, ensuring that each
input preprocessing operation is executed exactly once. And
Equation 2 is a data-dependency constraint, guaranteeing
that all input preprocessing operations are executed only
after the operations they depend on have been completed.

The objective of the horizontal fusion problem is to maxi-
mize the fusion degree across all operation types within a
given input preprocessing graph. It can be formulated as:

Maximize
∑︁
Type

𝐷Type , ∀Type ∈ 𝑇 (3)

𝐷Type =

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

(
∑︁
𝑖

𝑃 [𝑖] [ 𝑗])2, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑂Type (4)

In Equation 4,
∑

𝑖 𝑃 [𝑖] [ 𝑗] quantifies the number of input
preprocessing operations from 𝑂Type are assigned to time
step- 𝑗 . In other words, it measures the degree of horizontal
kernel fusion at time step- 𝑗 . Our goal is to maximize the
largest kernel fusion degree of all input preprocessing types.
This objective can be achieved by maximizing the sum of
the squares of all

∑
𝑖 𝑃 [𝑖] [ 𝑗] at different time steps, since∑

𝑖 𝑃 [𝑖] [ 𝑗] ≥ 0 consistently holds.
The fused input preprocessing kernels searched by the

MILP solver may be too large to co-run with a given DLRM
training layer, since our MILP formulation for horizontal
fusion aims solely to maximize the degree of horizontal fu-
sion. To address this problem, we propose a Resource-aware
Fused Kernel Sharding strategy that adaptively shards a fused
kernel according to the available GPU resources. Specifi-
cally, before assigning a fused input preprocessing kernel
to co-run with a particular DLRM training layer, RAP first
leverages the preprocessing latency predictor (§5.2) to predict
the standalone execution latency, 𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒 , of the fused kernel.
If 𝑇𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒 is larger than the remaining overlapping capacity of
the given DLRM training layer, RAP shards the kernel and
reduces the kernel fusion degree until the kernel is small
enough to co-run.

6.3 Inter-batch Workload Interleaving
The execution latency of DLRM input preprocessing is com-
prised of two parts: GPU-side kernel execution latency and
CPU-side data preparation latency. Prior to the execution
of the input preprocessing kernel, certain data preparation
operations must be completed, including allocating memory
space on the GPU for storing the result and transferring data
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Figure 8. Illustration of inter-batch workload interleaving
method which enables a more flexible co-running schedule
to better utilize the GPU.

from the CPU memory to the GPU memory for kernel execu-
tion. Rather than sequentially executing the data preparation
and the preprocessing kernel, a more efficient solution is to
co-run the preprocessing kernels with DLRM training layers
that have more overlapping capacity and execute the data
preparation concurrently with preprocessing kernels. How-
ever, the execution order of data preparation operations and
the preprocessing kernels can not be changed arbitrarily, as
there are data dependencies between them. To overcome
this limitation, we propose an Inter-batch Workload Interleav-
ing method. This approach separates the data preparation
operations and the preprocessing kernels of different input
batches and executes them in an interleaved manner. Specif-
ically, we schedule the execution of preprocessing kernels
for the current input batch and the data preparation for the
next input batch within the same DLRM training iteration.
Figure 8 shows the inter-batch workload interleaving method,
which enables more flexible co-running scheduling to better
utilize the GPU as it bypasses the data dependency between
data preparation and the GPU kernel within the same data
batch.

7 Heuristic Preprocess Graph Mapping and
Co-run Schedule Search

In this section, we will demonstrate our heuristic algorithm
design to jointly optimize both the inter-GPU level input pre-
processing graph mapping and intra-GPU level co-running
of DLRM training and input preprocessing.

7.1 Resource-aware Co-running Schedule Algorithm
Building on the horizontal fusion technique discussed in
Section 6, which proactively adjusts the GPU resource con-
sumption of input preprocessing operations, we propose a
Resource-aware Co-running Scheduling approach. Thismethod
leverages the adaptability of horizontal fusion to optimize
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the co-running of DLRM training and input preprocessing,
targeting optimal end-to-end efficiency. It takes the input
preprocessing graphs and the DLRM model as input and out-
puts the co-running schedule of DLRM training and input
preprocessing. As detailed in Algorithm 1, RAP first employs
the MILP solver [17] to search for the optimal horizontal
fusion plan (Line 1). Secondly, RAP estimates the total input
preprocessing latency of the fused kernels using the prepro-
cessing latency predictor (Line 2-5). Based on the total input
preprocessing latency, RAP selects the DLRM training lay-
ers based on their overlapping capacity, starting from the
highest to the lowest, until the total overlapping capacity
is sufficient for the input preprocessing kernels (Line 6-12).
RAP then schedules the co-running in a greedy manner,
following the order determined by the MILP solver (Line
13-29). Before assigning each kernel, RAP shards the kernel
according to the available GPU resources to avoid potential
resource contention between DLRM training and input pre-
processing operations (Line 21-26). Following Algorithm 1,
RAP can generate a co-running schedule for an arbitrary
preprocessing graph assigned to each GPU, which avoids
potential resource contention between input preprocessing
and DLRM training.

7.2 Joint Optimization for Preprocessing Graph
Mapping and Co-run Schedule

Algorithm 1 addresses the intra-GPU level scheduling prob-
lem, offering an efficient method to search for the co-running
schedule when input preprocessing graphs are mapped to
a specific GPU. The remaining problem is determining the
mapping of input preprocessing graphs acrossmultiple GPUs.
As described in Section 3, themapping of input preprocessing
graphs has a significant impact on the end-to-end perfor-
mance as it influences both inter-GPU communication vol-
ume and workload balance. In addition, the mapping process
at the inter-GPU level interacts intricately with the sched-
uling at the intra-GPU level, making the search for optimal
input preprocessing graph mapping more challenging.

To address this problem, we propose a heuristic searching
algorithm that jointly optimizes both the inter-GPU level
input preprocessing graph mapping and the intra-GPU level
co-running scheduling. The algorithm can be outlined in
four steps: First, we use a data-locality-based approach for
initial input preprocessing graph mapping. We map the in-
put preprocessing graph based solely on the location of its
data consumer. When a specific input feature is required
by multiple GPUs (e.g., the input feature of the row-wise
parallel embedding table), we duplicate the input preprocess-
ing graph across all GPUs that require the data. This initial
data-locality-based approach is optimal in input communi-
cation, as all input features are processed locally. Second, we
evaluate the mapping based on the intra-GPU co-running
schedule. Using Algorithm 1, we obtain the intra-GPU level
co-running schedule based on the initial input preprocessing

Algorithm 1: Resource-aware Co-running Schedul-
ing Algorithm.
input : Input Preprocessing Graphs: 𝑃𝐺 ,

DLRM Training Model: DLRM
output :Co-running schedule: 𝑆
/* Obtain optimal horizontal fusion using MILP solver. */

1 Fused_Kernels = MILP_Solver (𝑃𝐺 ) ;
/* Predict Input Preprocessing Latency. */

2 L = 0;
3 for kernel in Fused_Kernels do
4 L += Latency_Predictor (kernel) ;
5 end
/* Sort the layer of 𝐷𝐿𝑅𝑀 by the overlapping capacity. */

6 Sorted_DLRM = DLRM .sort_by_capacity ( )
/* Select enough DLRM layers for kernel overlapping. */

7 Layer_List = [];
8 for layer in Sorted_DLRM do
9 if Layer_List .total_capacity ( ) < L then
10 Layer_List .append(layer);
11 end
12 end

/* Schedule the co-running in a greedy manner. */
13 for layer in DLRM do
14 if layer in Layer_List then
15 while Fused_Kernels.𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 > 0 do
16 next_kernel = Fused_Kernels.𝑝𝑜𝑝();
17 Capacity = layer .capacity -

𝑆 [layer ] .total_latency ( ) ;
/* If there is sufficient overlapping capacity. */

18 if Capacity > Latency_Predictor (next_kernel) then
19 𝑆 [layer ].append(next_kernel);
20 end
21 else

/* Resource-ware kernel sharding. */
22 k_1, k_2 = next_kernel.shard(Capacity);
23 𝑆 [layer ].append(k_1);
24 Fused_Kernel.push_front(k_2);
25 Break;
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 return 𝑆 ;

graph mapping. Then we evaluate the co-running schedule
using our co-running cost model. Third, we generate a sub-
stitution mapping based on the estimated cost. This involves
transferring a preprocessing graph from the GPU with the
highest cost to the one with the lowest cost. Before making
the transfer, we evaluate whether the move will enhance
overall performance by weighing the benefits of improved
workload balance against the potential increase in input com-
munication costs. Lastly, we repeat the processes from the
second and third steps until no further substitution mapping
plan can be found.
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Table 2. Detail of dataset and model architecture.
Dataset Total Hash Size Dimension Dense Arch Top Arch

Criteo Kaggle 33.7M 64 512-256 512-512-256
Criteo Terabyte 177.9M 128 512-256 1024-1024-512-256

Table 3. Detail of DLRM input preprocessing plan.
Plan Dataset #Dense Feature #Sparse Feature #Op per Feature Total #Op
Plan 0 Kaggle 13 26 2.67 104
Plan 1 Terabyte 13 26 2.67 104
Plan 2 Terabyte 26 52 4.92 384
Plan 3 Terabyte 52 104 9.80 1548

8 Evaluation
In this section, we comprehensively evaluate RAP regarding
the input preprocessing efficiency and the resulting benefits
for online DLRM training.

8.1 Evaluation Setup
CPU-based Baseline:We compare RAP with 1 TorchAr-
row [35, 36], which is a CPU-based Python DataFrame library
designed for data preprocessing in deep learning. Notably,
TorchArrow is currently the only data preprocessing frame-
work that supports online input preprocessing for DLRMs.
It has been employed in production-scale DLRM training of
leading corporations such as Meta[35, 53]. In the evaluation,
we use 8 input preprocessing workers per GPU to achieve
higher input preprocessing throughput.

Handcrafted GPU-based Baseline: To demonstrate the
advantages of RAP, we also implemented two GPU-based
baselines utilizing two widely adopted GPU-sharing tech-
niques, 2 CUDA stream [32] and 3 Nvidia Multi-processing
Service (MPS) [31]. For CUDA stream, we initialize an addi-
tional stream with lower priority than DLRM training and
assign the input preprocessing kernels to this stream. For
MPS, we allocate two processes to each GPU: one for DLRM
training and the other for input preprocessing. With MPS
enabled, these two processes on the same GPU share the
same CUDA context, enabling the overlapping execution of
CUDA kernels.
Dataset: We choose two widely adopted DLRM datasets

Criteo Terabyte [4] andCriteo Kaggle [1] for evaluation.Criteo
Terabyte is the largest publicly available DLRM dataset. It
has over four billion training samples that consist of feature
values and click feedback of display ads. Each training sam-
ple contains 26 sparse features and 13 numerical features.
Criteo Kaggle is the dataset for Criteo Kaggle Display Ad-
vertising Challenge which contains the records of Criteo’s
traffic spanning 7 days. The details of both the dataset and
the corresponding model architecture are given in Table 2.
The raw data is stored as column-based Apache Parquet
files [34] in the disk and is loaded onto the GPU at runtime.

Input Preprocessing Plan: To comprehensively test the
performance of RAP with different DLRM input preprocess-
ing operations, we choose four input preprocessing plans.

The detail of these three input preprocessing plans have
been given in Table 3. For Plan 0 and Plan 1, we follow the
default input preprocessing plan for Criteo Terabyte dataset
provided by TorchArrow. This default input preprocessing
plan has a relatively low preprocessing density (number of
operations per feature), consisting of FillNull operations ap-
plied to all input features, followed by certain normalization
steps (e.g., SigridHash). To test RAP on larger datasets with
more complicated input preprocessing graphs, we generate
two additional preprocessing plans, Plan 2 and Plan 3, by
randomly applying different input preprocessing operations.
These two plans have 2× and 4× more input features than
Plan 0 and Plan 1, respectively. Furthermore, these plans also
have more preprocessing operations for each input feature.
Platform & Tools:We leverage TorchRec (v0.3.2) [5], a

PyTorch-based DLRM training framework, to implement the
DLRM training component. The input preprocessing part
of RAP is implemented using C++ and CUDA (v11.6). RAP
automatically generates front-end Python code to call our
optimized input preprocessing CUDA kernels and injects
them into the TorchRec-based DLRM training program, mak-
ing it user-friendly. To load raw data efficiently, we leverage
CuDF (v21.8) which provides the API to directly load data
from disk to GPU memory. Our major evaluation platform is
Nvidia DGX-A100 [30], which incorporates 2× AMD EPYC
7742 64-Core Processor and 8× Nvidia A100 GPUs. Each
GPU has 40GB memory and the GPUs are fully connected
through NVSwitch and NVLink.

8.2 End-to-end Performance
In end-to-end performance comparison, we run RAP and all
baseline methods on diverse numbers of GPUs (from 2 to 8)
with different input preprocessing plans and batch sizes.

Compared to TorchArrow: As shown in Figure 9, RAP
consistently outperforms the CPU-based input preprocessing
baseline TorchArrow significantly. On average, RAP achieves
18.4× speedup over TorchArrow. From the perspective of the
number of GPUs, TorchArrow shows limited improvement
when the number of GPUs increases. This is because the
training pipeline is bottlenecked by the limited data pre-
processing throughput on the CPU side. When CPUs have
been fully utilized for input preprocessing, continuing to
increase the number of GPUs will not bring improvement
in the training throughput. In contrast, RAP demonstrates
nearly linear improvement when scaling up to more GPUs.
This is because the newly incorporated GPUs also have avail-
able resources for input preprocessing, which avoids data
stalls when scaling to a larger number of GPUs.

Compared to Handcrafted GPU-based Baselines: Uti-
lizing remaining GPU resources from DLRM training for
input preprocessing is not a trivial task. Handcrafted GPU-
based baselines offload input preprocessing workloads to
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(a) End-to-end DLRM training throughput on 2× A100 GPUs.
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(b) End-to-end DLRM training throughput on 4× A100 GPUs.
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(c) End-to-end DLRM training throughput on 8× A100 GPUs.

Figure 9. End-to-end DLRM training performance.

GPUs, employing two widely-adopted GPU sharing tech-
niques, CUDA stream and MPS, to overlap input preprocess-
ing with DLRM training. However, both approaches affect
the throughput of DLRM training, leading to suboptimal end-
to-end performance. Specifically, RAP achieves 2.01× and
1.39× speedup on average over the CUDA stream baseline
and MPS baseline, respectively. The speedup mainly comes
from our inter-GPU input preprocessing graph mapping and
intra-GPU resource-aware overlapping scheduling optimiza-
tion. Firstly, the handcrafted GPU-based baselines leverage
the default data-parallel-based input preprocessing graph
mapping which leads to input communications within the
critical path of DLRM training. Secondly, the handcrafted
GPU-based baselines schedule the execution of input prepro-
cessing kernels sequentially, without considering the GPU
resource constraints. This leads to resource contention be-
tween the DLRM training and the input preprocessing, which
affects the DLRM training efficiency.

8.3 Optimization Analysis
Speedup Breakdown and Optimality Analysis: To bet-
ter understand the benefits of individual optimizations and
evaluate the gap from the optimal performance, we present
a speedup breakdown and optimality analysis of RAP in
Figure 10. Besides the full version of RAP , we create two
additional settings of RAP : one without the inter-GPU input

Figure 10. Speedup breakdown and optimality analysis.

processing graph mapping optimization (RAP w/o mapping),
and another without the intra-GPU horizontal fusion opti-
mization (RAP w/o fusion). We then compare these settings
against three baselines: (1) Sequential, which executes DLRM
training and input preprocessing sequentially, fully exposing
all input preprocessing latency; (2) MPS, which leverages
MPS to overlap input preprocessing with DLRM training; (3)
Ideal, the ideal case with no input preprocessing and input
communication. As shown in Figure 10, RAP w/o mapping
and RAP w/o fusion deliver average speedups of 1.18× and
1.13× overMPS, respectively. This result demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of each optimization. For the optimality analysis,
it can be observed that the end-to-end performance of RAP
is only 1.71% lower than the Ideal case. This implies that the
input preprocessing are almost perfectly overlapped with
DLRM training without compromising training efficiency.

Horizontal Fusion and Resource-aware Overlapping:
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our horizontal fusion
and resource-aware overlapping scheduling design, we fixed
the DLRM training while gradually increasing the workload
of input preprocessing by adding more Ngram preprocessing
operations. And then we compare the end-to-end latency of
three different settings: (1) Baseline: Offloading input prepro-
cessing computation to GPUs without other optimization;
(2) Horizontal Fusion: Enhancing the baseline by applying
horizontal fusion; (3) Fusion + Scheduling (RAP): The full
implementation of RAP, which integrates both horizontal fu-
sion and resource-aware overlapping. In Figure 11, all three
settings show a similar trend in DLRM training latency. The
latency remains constant initially and then rises once the
amount of preprocessing workload achieves a threshold. We
denoted the turning point (where latency increases by more
than 10%) on each curve using a vertical dashed line. It can
be observed that the turning point of the Baseline arrives
earliest. With horizontal fusion, multiple small preprocess-
ing kernels fused together, reducing kernel launch overhead
but enlarging individual kernels. This leads to higher GPU
resource consumption and potential resource contention,
causing the end-to-end latency to continue to increase even
when the input preprocessing workload is not heavy. RAP
employs a resource-aware overlapping scheduling method
to address the GPU resources contention problem. By adap-
tively scheduling the co-run of DLRM training and input
preprocessing based on their GPU resource consumption,
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Figure 11. End-to-end DLRM training latency variation
when input preprocessing workload increased.

Table 4. GPU and SM utilization at the turning point.

Baseline Horizontal Fusion RAP
Avg. GPU Utilization 77.6% 79.3% 92.8%
Avg. SM Utilization 59.0% 66.7% 80.3%

RAP significantly delays the turning point of end-to-end
latency.

GPU and SM Utilization: To demonstrate the advantage
of RAP in better GPU resource utilization, we further profile
the GPU and SM utilization of all three settings (Baseline,
Horizontal Fusion, and RAP in Figure 11) at their respec-
tive latency turning points. The result has been given in
Table 4. Both the GPU and SM utilization of the Baseline
and Horizontal Fusion settings remained relatively low when
the end-to-end DLRM training latency began to increase,
indicating significant wastage of GPU resources under these
settings. The resource-aware overlapping schedulingmethod
employed by RAP helps to prevent potential GPU resource
contention, resulting in significantly higher GPU and SM
utilization.

8.4 Additional Study
Adaptability of Input Preprocessing Graph Mapping:
We measure the exposed input preprocessing latency on
GPUs when using three different input preprocessing graph
mapping strategies on a skewed input preprocessing graph
(embedding tables on GPU 0 has more input preprocess-
ing operations): (1) Data-parallel-based (DP) Mapping: the
input preprocessing workload is divided and mapped batch-
by-batch; (2) Data-locality-based (DL) Mapping: the input
preprocessing graphs are mapped according to the data de-
pendency. Each GPU only processes the input feature it re-
quires. (3) RAP : the input preprocessing graphs mapping
strategy of RAP. As shown in Figure 12, the DP mapping
exhibits the highest exposed latency, as it does not consider
the data dependency of input, leading to input communica-
tion among GPUs. In contrast, DL mapping fully eliminates
the input communication but leads to an imbalance in the
distribution of input preprocessing workload. RAP takes a
comprehensive approach to optimize input preprocessing
graph mapping, considering both data locality and workload

Figure 12. The exposed input communication latency and
input preprocessing latency on GPUs with different input
preprocessing graph mapping strategies.

Table 5.Accuracy ofML-based Processing Latency Predictor.

Operators 1D Ops FirstX Ngram Onehot Bucktize
Acc. (%) 98.0 95.5 92.9 97.3 98.5

balance. It achieves 4.3× and 4.0× exposed latency reduction
compared to DP mapping and DL mapping, respectively.
Accuracy of ML-based Preprocessing Latency Pre-

dictor To train and evaluate our machine learning-based
preprocessing latency predictor, we gathered the execution
latency of about 11K input preprocessing kernels with vary-
ing configurations. The data samples are randomly split into
training and evaluation sets, following a ratio of 9:1. To
achieve accurate latency predictions for various input pre-
processing operators, we categorize these operators into five
types. Specifically, for the Ngram, Onehot, Bucketize, and
FirstX operations, which has unique performance-related
parameters that can influence execution latency, we train a
separate XGBoost model for each of them. In contrast, all
other models are grouped as 1D Ops, based on the obser-
vation that the preprocessing latency for these operators is
primarily determined by the shape of the input data. We then
evaluate the accuracy of our trained models by calculating
the percentage of samples where the predicted latency de-
viates by no more than a 10% absolute gap from the actual
measured latency. As listed in Table 5, all models demon-
strate high prediction accuracy, with values ranging between
92.9% and 98.5%.

9 Related Work
DLRM training systems:Most existing DLRM training sys-
tems concentrate solely on the model training efficiency. For
example, FAE [8] and RecShard [39] focus on minimizing the
data movement between CPU and GPUs by caching the fre-
quently accessed embeddings in GPU memory. TorchRec [5,
26] and HugeCTR [3] concentrate on optimizing the dis-
tributed training of large embedding tables using various em-
bedding sharding techniques. Although these works achieve
significant performance improvement in training through-
put, they are all based on the assumption that the input data
are already preprocessed offline, a scenario that does not
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align with the online model updating paradigm in real-world
DLRM applications [40]. In fact, the input preprocessing of
industry-scale DLRMs is very costly, which may consume
more power than training itself [53]. This calls for end-to-end
DLRM training optimizations that incorporate both input
preprocessing and DLRM training.

Data Preprocessing Pipeline for Deep Learning: The
data preprocessing pipeline is a fundamental component in
a variety of deep learning training frameworks [23, 27, 43].
As advancements in hardware and parallelization techniques
continue to drive the rapid growth of deep learning model
sizes and training efficiency [6], there is an increasing de-
mand for higher input preprocessing throughput to meet the
data consumption requirements of large-scale deep learning
model training [21, 25, 43]. Recent efforts to address data
stalls from inefficient input preprocessing pipelines fall into
two broad categories. The first category offloads input pre-
processing to remote nodes [14, 42, 43, 52, 53]. The downside
of this approach is that it requires higher power consumption
and costs as it utilizes additional computing nodes. Another
direction is to offload the input preprocessing workload to
specialized hardware, like FPGAs [11, 33]. However, this
approach requires domain-specific expertise for manually
optimizing input preprocessing operations on the special-
ized hardware. NVIDIA’s Data Loading Library (DALI) [2]
employs the GPUs for the input preprocessing of images and
videoworkloads. However, since the input preprocessing and
model training still operate sequentially, this inevitably leads
to an increase in the end-to-end training latency. RAP con-
currently executes DLRM training and input preprocessing
on GPUs in a resource-aware manner, effectively avoiding
any additional overhead for input preprocessing. Compared
with previous preemption-based GPU sharing frameworks,
like REEF [18], RAP generates an optimal overlapping sched-
ule offline based on the data dependency relationships and
resource requirements of input preprocessing and DLRM
training, thereby eliminating the overhead associated with
runtime preemption.

10 Discussion
Handling Runtime Variability of DLRM: The input dis-
tribution may shift over time [39], potentially affecting the
performance of RAP. To address this issue, RAP could period-
ically generate a new fusion plan and overlapping schedule
based on the current input distribution to maintain high
training throughput. The regeneration process involves two
steps: (1) Profiling the overlapping capacity of the embed-
ding layers based on the new input distribution; (2) Searching
for an optimal kernel fusion and overlapping plan adapted
to the new input distribution. This regeneration process is
lightweight, taking only a few minutes, which is negligible
compared to the typical data shifting interval that spans days
or months [39].

ExtendRAP toHybrid Input PreprocessingApproach:
RAP aims to utilize the unused GPU resources remaining
from DLRM training for input preprocessing. Based on our
evaluation results, even the most costly input preprocess-
ing workload (Plan 3) can be completely overlapped with
DLRM training without increasing the per-iteration training
latency. This result demonstrates that the remaining GPU
resources from DLRM training are typically sufficient for
input preprocessing in most cases. In scenarios where the
input preprocessing workload is exceptionally intensive and
the available GPU resources are limited, RAP can be adapted
into a hybrid input preprocessing framework which employs
both GPUs and CPUs for input preprocessing. This can be
achieved by combining RAP with previous CPU-based input
preprocessing frameworks like GoldMiner [52]. Specifically,
RAP initially segments the input preprocessing graph into
two distinct parts, designated for GPUs and CPUs respec-
tively, taking into account the total capacity for overlapping
on the GPUs. Subsequently, the portion of the graph allocated
for CPUs can be processed by CPU-based input preprocess-
ing frameworks. This strategic offloading will minimize CPU
resource requirements while maintaining high end-to-end
training efficiency.

11 Conclusion
This paper presents RAP, a novel end-to-end DLRM training
framework that supports resource-aware automated GPU
sharing for DLRM input preprocessing and model training.
At the intra-GPU level, RAP proposes a horizontal kernel
fusion technique to fully utilize the varying GPU resources
leftover from DLRM training, and uses the MILP formulation
to efficiently search for the optimal horizontal fusion plan.
At the inter-GPU level, RAP employs a heuristic algorithm
to jointly optimize the mapping of the input preprocessing
graph and the co-running of DLRM training and input pre-
processing. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that
RAP outperforms the state-of-the-art CPU-based DLRM in-
put preprocessing framework and achieves near-perfect over-
lapping of input preprocessing and DLRM training.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
RAP represents an advanced end-to-end DLRM online train-
ing framework which enables resource-aware, automated
GPU sharing for DLRM input preprocessing and model train-
ing. RAP automatically generates highly optimized code
tailored for online DLRM training based on the given in-
put preprocessing plan and the DLRM model configuration.
The input preprocessing and DLRM model training will be
seamlessly overlapped and concurrently executed on GPUs.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Hardware: 8× A100 GPUs
• Experiments: The result of Figure-9 and Figure-10
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (ap-
proximately)?: 10 minutes

• How much time is needed to complete experiments
(approximately)?: 1 hours

• Publicly available?: Yes

A.3 Description
A.3.1 How to access. The project is open-sourced at Github2.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. To reproduce the results
presented in the paper, we recommend to use a machine with
8× NVIDIA A100 GPUs (e.g. AWS p4d.24xlarge instance).

A.3.3 Software dependencies.

• TorchRec (v0.3.2)
• TorchArrow (v0.2.0a0)
• CuDF (v21.8)
• CUDA (v11.6)
• PyTorch (v1.13.1)
• Gurobi Solver

2https://github.com/Ash-Zheng/RAP-artifacts

The required software dependencies have been included in
our GitHub repository and the Docker image we provided.

A.4 Installation
1. To ease the setup process for experiments, we provide

a Docker image.
2. Users can follow the instructions given in the README

in our GitHub repository to pull and launch the Docker
container and install the required dependencies.

A.5 Evaluation and expected results
We provide the scripts to reproduce the results presents in
Figure-9 and Figure-10:

Figure-9: End-to-end DLRM training performance.
1. The codes and scripts needed to reproduce the results

of the baseline (including TorchArrow, CUDA stream,
andMPS) in Figure-9 are available in the ‘𝑅𝐴𝑃/𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
_𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑡𝑜_𝑒𝑛𝑑/’ directory.

2. By running the scripts, the results of the training through-
put will be outputted to the ‘ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡/’ directory.

Figure-10: Speedup breakdown and optimality anal-
ysis.

1. The codes and scripts needed to reproduce the results
of the baseline (including Sequential, MPS, RAP w/o
Mapping, RAP w/o Fusion) and ideal case in Figure-9
are available in the ‘𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛_𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦’ directory.

2. By running the scripts, the results of the training through-
put will be outputted to the ‘ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡/’ directory.

RAP: The implementation of RAP can be found in the
directory ‘/𝑅𝐴𝑃/𝑅𝐴𝑃_𝑒𝑛𝑑_𝑡𝑜_𝑒𝑛𝑑’. By running the script,
RAP will automatically generate optimized code for DLRM
training. The output code is located in ‘𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒/’.
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